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Thailand, the "Land of Smiles" is an amazing country of South East Asia and so is its capital
Bangkok. Dynamic yet cultural, exotic yet splendor, it is not wrong to call Bangkok, the city of
contrasts. Apart from its identity as a political, commercial and cultural capital of Thailand, this
cosmopolitan beauty is also reputed as a shopperâ€™s paradise. World-class shopping malls, colourful
markets and the amazing floating market that gives Bangkok a unique savor, make the city a beauty
to cherish forever. Going to the city is now easier with numerous cheap flights to Bangkok operating
from several locations worldwide on daily basis. Travelers can also select Bangkok cheap flights to
visit any other destination of Thailand or any other location outside the country.

There is much more to Bangkok then its sacred temples, historical structures, high-rise buildings
and bustling crowd. The flashing neon-lit streets packed both with buying stuff and people give the
city a reputation of being a shopping paradise. Give a break to the routine sightseeing tour of the
city and have a zesty slice of window shopping in Bangkok malls and markets. With a plethora of
things to buy and splurge, ranging from fashionable branded clothes and footwear to latest
electronic items, Bangkok shopping will definitely amaze you. Start your shopping experience in the
city from Thailandâ€™s largest weekend market, Chatuchak Market. Packed with over 15,000 stalls, the
market is especially popular for silk clothes, handicraft items, antiques, plants and other collectible
goods. If you want to shop for some upmarket, trendy and expensive products then Chidlom-
Ploenchit area is best choice for you. Most of the boutique shops are located here along with
numerous international and designer brands. Ratchaprasong in Bangkok is loved for its eclectic mix
of shopping venues like The Erawan Bangkok, CentralWorld, Amarin Plaza and Gaysorn.
Chinatown area of Bangkok city is not as much popular as other ones but if you like to buy some
Chinese antique items, handcrafted goods, clothes, herbs etc., then this area is a preferable choice.
Pratunam Market of Bangkok is another great option for buying clothes, shoes and fashion
accessories at wholesale price. The loaded small alleys of this market are a superb place to spend
time, especially for good bargainers. Similar is the charm of Suan Lum Night Bazaar, which is well-
known for silverware, furniture, jewellery and gift items.

Whether you are traveling Bangkok for business or for pleasure, you would always want your trips to
be comfortable and safe. With growing number of air services, most of the time, visitors look for the
cheapest deals available. If you are one among those who want to enjoy comfort and saving in a
single go then Bangkok cheap flights are there to serve them. Make your leisure trip more profitable
with cheap flights to Bangkok as they provide you affordable ways to get connect with the city.
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